
Summary of Committee Meeting, 19.01.21 

 

 

Present: S Pellow (Chair), R Balestrini, I Bland, D Driver, C Elston, D Field, T Hilberdink, R Jubb, E 

Owens, J Russell, C Maxfield (Minutes) 

 

Action points from meetings on 1st and 8th of December: SP to check on the publication of the 

minutes from the Joint Consultative Committee with the University; CM had circulated schedule 

for Committee Meetings and check when members were available; ballot on claim completed; 

SP to chase Regional Office again about elections to Equality Officer and Membership Secretary; 

SP to send details of facilities time requested to postholders with facilities time; DD to send 

pensions update to members. 

Discussion of publication of minutes of Committee Meetings. Was generally agreed that there 

was a risk of publishing minutes if they included details of strategy, as this would allow 

management to anticipate the Branch’s actions and take steps to counteract them, as well as 

exploit any uncertainty or disagreement. Was also agreed though that it is desirable to provide 

members with an account of Committee Meetings. 

RJ provided an update on the review of the University’s Grievance Policy, which he had 

volunteered to take on after the member previously responsible had left the Committee. Two 

meetings with HR, one in the Autumn, one this term. Committee has received a draft of the 

policy, as have caseworkers who provide support for members raising or the subject of a 

grievance. HR has requested that once the review of the Grievance Policy is concluded, the 

Disciplinary Policy be reviewed. RJ said that this was likely to be more contentious and would 

need more than one Committee member involved. DD suggested this should be standard 

practice. 

RB opened a discussion of the agreement ratified in December, and noted that the University 

had not yet implemented it and had told members that the new terms and conditions would not 

be implemented for sessional teaching contracts this academic year. This is unacceptable, given 

the time the University has had to implement changes – it started its own review of casualised 

contracts in 2016 and has known the details of the agreement since the summer. Committee 

needs to agree action on pushing the University into implementation, and also to agree job title 

for new Grade 7 TI staff. 

http://service8.mimecast.com/mimecast/click?code=fb7c38237bd3a1a2e3a23870e28229d8


Discussion of next steps focused around communications, both to management and members. 

RB proposed sending an email making it clear the Committee expects the agreement to be 

implemented in full immediately and the new terms for sessional teaching contracts to take 

effect retrospectively from to the start of this academic year, which was agreed. Action: RB to 

draft email. RB also proposed holding a meeting to update members and discuss any queries 

they had, which was likewise agreed. Action: RB to call member meeting. 

NW provided a Health and Safety update. She is attending the Regional H&S Committee. Finding 

it difficult to get information from the University about adaptations made in light of the new 

variant and increased transmissibility. Risk assessments should be revised given this, but it is 

not clear whether they have been. Neither are she or IB receiving updates about sickness 

absence and work-related stress. DD related this to both the Grievance and Disciplinary Policy, 

which become more important in times of greater work-related stress, and to the Lecture 

Capture Policy, which has not yet been agreed with RUCU. 

End of meeting 

 


